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Stand-alone Hope Falls romance, complete with HEA--and plenty of heat and heart along the

way!Their future was set. He was going to be a firefighter, and she was going to be a filmmaker.

They were going to get married and live happily-ever-after with two kids and a dogÃ¢â‚¬Â¦She

supposed one out five ainÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t bad.Mackenzie Sutton was an award-winning documentary

filmmaker who had put her past where it belonged, behind her. But when her old flameÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

hometown becomes the setting for her new project, sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s forced to remember what she

wanted with all her heart but never got to have.Eli Bishop achieved his goal and became a

firefighter. And although the sexy hero risks his life daily, in reality, he has nothing to lose since he

lost her all those years ago.With fate giving them a second chance, both Mackenzie and Eli will be

forced to relive the past if there is any hope of them having a future inÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Fire and Love.For 18+
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Melanie Shawn is revisiting Hope Falls & is bringing us another great couple to fall in love with. Eli

Bishop is a firefighter on the same crew as his cousin Deanna, the first female firefighter in Hope



Falls. He's having trouble sleeping, even after exhausting double shifts. Six months ago he ran into

his childhood sweetheart in Vegas & hasn't been able to get her out of his mind. On the day they

were to elope, he'd left town & enlisted in the military. From her attitude, even though she'd

apparently moved on & got married, she still hadn't forgiven him. Why couldn't he get her out of his

mind?Mackenzie Sutton is filming a documentary following an MMA fighter through training to a big

fight. The fighter, Gabe, is Hope Falls fire chief's cousin & Gabe is going to train in Hope Falls.

Mackenzie is excited about the opportunity to see Gabe get the acknowledgements he deserves but

also to spend time with her best friend, Deanna again. She just isn't aware the Eli lives in Hope Falls

too.The writing duo of Melanie Shawn has done it again. Eli & Mackenzie are a great couple. All of

the characters are well developed & three dimensional. The readers are engaged from the very

beginning by Eli & the idea of a broken engagement. The interactions between Eli & Mackenzie

keep you involved due to the chemistry & the fight to resist it. The town of Hope Falls has so many

wonderful characters & it's great to catch up on them. This is one series I don't think I'll ever tire of.

Eli a paramedic and firefighter & Mackenzie a documentary film maker have a past. A past that both

of them have to face when Mackenzie returns to Hope Falls to film a documentary of MMA champ

Gabe who happens to train with Lucky which is the same Gym that Eli works out at. Seeing Eli

again brings back all those old feelings that she tries so hard to fight.Eli has always loved Kenzie

and seeing her again he knows he won't stop until she is his. But will she forgive him when she finds

out the real reason he left for the Marines or are they destined to be apart forever.This book is filled

with such heart and I love the sparks that fly when these too are together.I love a good series and

Hope Falls is one of my favourites. Even though it is a series they are all individual standalone's and

can be read separate. However, if you want to know more about the characters of Hope Falls there

are 12 books before this one that are most definately worth the read.I can't wait for Gabe's story

next.

Every month I look forward to the next Melanie Shawn book (and I'm always disappointed if there

isn't one like there wasn't in July). This was worth the wait though. Finally, we're getting the stories

of the firefighters, starting with Eli.Eli and Mackenzie were meant to be together, they both thought

so, but when things beyond their control happened, and he left for the Marines without telling her

goodbye, she moved on.But now she's back and seeing Eli again brings back all those old feelings,

feelings she's determined NOT to act on.I'll let you read how well that works out for her.I really

enjoyed this and I can't wait for the next one. I'm also hoping that someday soon Theo will get his



happily ever after.

Fire and Love (Hope Falls Book 13)Fire and Love (Hope Falls Book 13) ...Melanie ShawnPosted

publicly as vls | ClearsubmitInsert product link What's this? Eli and Mackenzie are a great couple.

The town of Hope Falls has so many wonderful characters that it is great to catch up on them. This

was a second chance at love for the both of them. Her father is a mean and ruthless man who did

the unspeakable. ( I wish that we would have had a confrontation with Mac and her dad after she

new the truth) I love the writing team of these sisters. The chemistry of this couple is fantastic. Their

story hits all the emotion that people go through.Loved itView tips and guidelines

I loved this story. I thought Eli & Mackenzie made a great couple. Of course their lives weren't

picture perfect, but some how they finally find their way back to each other, even though it took

place years after her father interferred with their plans. I felt so bad for Theo, IMO- unrequitted love

is worse than finding no love at all.I was so happy the way this whole story unfolded, but I was a

little diappointed in the ending. I wanted more. I wanted to see them finally get married. I wanted to

see what life held in store for them years down the road. But most of all....I wanted to see what her

father's reaction was to finding outy they got married, dispite every lousy thing he did to try to stop it.

Eli and Kenzie were buddies growing up, until their relationship turned into more. They thought

they'd be together forever but someone manipulates the truth in a bid to keep them apart. They met

up again, years later. Can Eli tell Kenzie the truth about what really kept them apart? Can they

overcome the past and reignite the sparks between them?This is the 13th book in the Hope Falls

series. It can be read as a stand alone story but I recommend reading the whole series so you get

the back story on the other characters that walk with this story.

I love returning to Hope Falls. Eli and Kenzie share a bond so deep that distance, time and secrets

can not keep them apart. Even through the fires of life love can always emerge.

A great second chance at love story. Classic Melanie Shawn.
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